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対象物の実体性がアニマシー知覚に与える影響
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Does the materiality of objects influence the animacy perception ?
AKINAGA SATO (Graduate School of Psychology, Kurume University)
TSUNEO KITO (Department of Psychology, Kurume University)
Abstract
The animacy perception is the realization of the existence, intention, and, if applicable, life in tangible things. It is
assumed that such things, or objects, cause animacy perception regardless of whether or not they are comprised of
living or nonliving material. The focus of the present research is to explore the question, Is animacy perception
caused regardless of the presence of materiality? In this research, 3 experimental conditions were set: a robotic (i.e.,
pseudo) pet as the material condition, the virtual pet as the immaterial condition, and the computer game as the
control condition. Whether the animacy perception is or is not caused in each condition was investigated by a paper-
based questionnaire consisting of 3 scales: animate, intention and behavior. On the animate scale, the immaterial
condition scored higher than the control condition. On the intention scale, the material condition and the immaterial
condition scored higher than the control condition. On the behavior scale, there was no difference among the three
conditions. These results suggest that the animacy perception can indeed be caused by interactions with non-living
material such as pseudo pets and virtual pets.
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付録 アニマシー知覚の生起を測る質問紙
